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🍊Origins🍊  
 
Trump Adviser Tom Barrack Said to Have Pursued Saudi
Nuclear Deal as He Sought Administration Role 
 
Barrack texted Rashid al-Malik, that he wanted M.B.Z., to
intervene with Kushner, to push Mr. Barrack’s appointment
as a special envoy to the Middle East.

🍊Origins2🍊 

 

Senior MI5 and FBI officials shared concerns about ‘our strange situation’ in 2016.

#SamePlayers 

 

Texts McCabe, & Jeremy Fleming, then MI5, now the head of GCHQ, reveal their

surprise re outcome of the EU referendum, & notes it as “wake-up call”.
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🍊Origins3🍊 

 

The Brexit vote was viewed w/in the FBI as a sign that Russian & co conspirators’

activities had been successful 

 

in August 2016, Fleming noted that members of the FBI and MI5 had “met on our

strange situation”, a veiled reference to discussions about RU activities

🍊Origins4🍊 

 

7/31/2016, the FBI opened a counterintel inv’n “Crossfire Hurricane” into the then

candidate Trump’s possible collusion w/ RU. 

 

The texts reflect a desire for a direct line of communication given what was seen as a

developing problem on both sides of the Atlantic.
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🍊Origins5🍊 

 

Re the August 2016 meeting, Fleming appeared to be making a reference to Peter

Strzok, a senior FBI official who travelled to London that month to meet the

Australian diplomat Alexander Downer.  

 

Downer had agreed to speak with the FBI about his exchange w/PapaD
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🍊Origins6🍊 

 

The UK is inv’g the funding behind Leave EU, & whether it might have included

illegal foreign donations.  

 

The NCA is inv’g Arron Banks, who was suspected by the UK’s Electoral Commission

of not being the “true source” of £8m in funding to the Leave. EU campaign.

🍊Origins7🍊 

 

The matter was referred to the NCA by the commission after it said it had “reasonable

grounds” to suspect a number of criminal offences. 

 

GCHQ became aware in late 2015 of suspicious “interactions” between figures
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connected to Trump & known or suspected RU agents.

🍊Origins8🍊 

. 

High-ranking Democrats suggest that, rather than indulge Trump in his Twitter

rants, the media & his political opponents should ignore & #UnfollowTrump 

 

Crown inv’n: Australian officials who helped Chinese high rollers obtain visas face

probe over possible 💰💦

🍊Origins9🍊 

 

Trump’s tax returns required under new CA election law  
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DNC Loses Racketeering Suit Over 2016 Election Hack 

 

The ruling raises serious concerns about election interference & theft of personal

property by hostile foreign actors to advance their nefarious interests.

0:00

🍊Origins10🍊 

 

Crown Casino Inv: Cousin of Xi Jinping detained in 2016 re suspected 💰💦 

 

Millions in Crypto Is Crossing the Russia-China Border Daily.  

 

There, Tether Is King 

 

Pentagon issues forceful rebuke of Oracle as debate over a massive federal contract

turns caustic

0:00

🍊Origins11🍊 

 



Majority of Trump’s Trade Aid Went to Biggest Farms 

 

Trump: new trade deal with China likely after the 2020 elections 

 

Founder of India’s largest coffee chain is missing 

 

Princess Haya, Dubai ruler's wife, seeks forced marriage protection order from

London court

🍊Origins12🍊 

 

Taiwan fires anti-ship missile Harpoon for first time since 2001 

 

Epstein was served court papers shortly before he was found injured in jail cell 

 

The legal documents were filed in connection with a lawsuit by a woman who says

Epstein raped her when she was 15.

🍊Origins13🍊 

 

The House Losing at Least 11 GOP. 

 

Epstein had photos of his naked underage victims displayed throughout his Palm

Beach home 

 

Even more shocking, is the fact that many of the photos are of the same underage

girls that detectives interviewed in the case
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🍊Origins14🍊 

 

Congressional Report Details Foreign, Corporate Influence in Trump's White House 

#ReadTheCummingsReport 

 

This is reason why Trump is attacking Rep. Cummings 

 

Thirteenth Member Of “Manche Boy Mafia” Sentenced To More Than Five Years For

Tax And Identity Theft Crimes

🍊Origins15🍊 

 

The U.S. gov’t told private-equity firm Pamplona Capital Management last year to sell

out cybersecurity firm Cofense Inc.  

 

U.S. officials raised national-security concerns about the level of foreign money

behind Pamplona & the nature of Cofense’s business
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🍊Origins16🍊 

 

Committee publishes further docs from Brittany Kaiser relating to Cambridge

Analytica & Leave. EU 

 

FB says Libra could be a valuable tool for law enforcement, partly because of the vast

amounts of information that will be generated about its users. #UserInfo4Sale h

🍊Origins16🍊 

 

U.S. Sanctions NK’s Kim Su Il,Over Illicit Trade, Missile Program citing violations of

U.N., U.S. restrictions 

 

Crown: driver’s allegations include freely available drugs & no border checks for

gamblers & that he saw women abused and ‘slapped around’
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🍊Origins17🍊 

 

VZ’s Citgo Stake Can Be Seized, per Appeals Court 

 

VZ’s oppo gov’t loses ruling to Citgo creditor Crystallex, opening the door to a

potential sale of the oil refiner 

 

British £ slips closer to its lowest sustained level against the dollar in more than 34

years

🍊Origins18🍊 

 

House GOP fears retirement wave will lead to tsunami 

 

“Make no mistake about it, words matter. And, Mr. Trump’s words are dangerous.” 

 

I wonder if those shorting the £ now are the same folks involved in the Brexit short

that occurred on the eve of the referendum.
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🍊Origins19🍊 

 

Capital One Breach Casts Shadow Over Cloud Security 

 

The bank’s massive data exposure highlights the sustained risk companies face from

poor info-protection practices 

 

TX GOP Rep. Mike Conaway is retiring 

 

This Year's Victoria's Secret Fashion Show Is Cancelled
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🍊Origins20🍊 

 

75% of rural hospitals closed in Red states that didn’t expand Medicaid. 

 

OSU’s Sexual-Assault Center Failed to Report 57 Potential Felonies 

 

FedCt finds IRS violated law w/ rule to exempt 501(c)(4) tax-exempt nonprofits from

disclosing their donors to the IRS

Democratic debate night 1: Fact-checking the candidates on the issues  

Democratic debate night 1: Fact-checking the candidates on the issues
Our team of journalists from ABC News reviewed some of the 2020 candidates'
statements in an effort to provide additional context, details and information.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/democratic-debate-night-fact-checking-candidates-iss…

Excellent News! 

Anna Massoglia
@annalecta
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BREAKING: Federal Court finds IRS violated law with rule to 
exempt 501(c)(4) tax-exempt nonprofits from disclosing their 
donors to the IRS in lawsuit by @GovernorBullock as he 
discusses dangers of "dark money" to democracy in the 
#DemDebate electionlawblog.org/?p=106714 h/t @rickhasen

364 1:44 AM - Jul 31, 2019 · Washington, DC

314 people are talking about this

Congressional Report Details Foreign, Corporate Influence in Trump's White House 

 

#ReadTheCummingsReport 

 

The reason why Trump is attacking Rep. Cummings 

Congressional Report Details Foreign, Corporate Influence in Trump's …
A House Oversight investigation found the Trump administration has "virtually
obliterated" the lines between government policy and corporate and foreign
interests

https://theglobepost.com/2019/07/30/saudi-influence-white-house/

Report by Democratic staff of the House Committee on Oversight and Reform re

Saudi Nuke Deal 

 

#ReadTheCummingsReport 

https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/Trump%20S

audi%20Nuclear%20Report%20July%202019.pdf

Committee publishes further documents from Brittany Kaiser relating to Cambridge

Analytica and Leave. EU 
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Committee publishes further documents from Brittany Kaiser relating t…
disinformation dcms committee

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/digita…

75% of rural hospitals have now closed in states that chose not to expand Medicaid. 

Rural hospitals in crisis
Rural hospitals foundering in states that declined Obamacare.

http://gatehousenews.com/ruralhospitals/financialtroubles/

DNC Loses Racketeering Suit Over 2016 Election Hack 

DNC Loses Racketeering Suit Over 2016 Election Hack
Hours before the Democratic presidential debates, a federal judge dismissed the
Democratic National Committee’s lawsuit that accused the Trump campaign, the
Russian Federation, WikiLeaks and others o…

https://www.courthousenews.com/dnc-loses-racketeering-suit-over-2016-election-hack/

The ruling raises serious concerns about election interference & theft of personal

property by hostile foreign actors to advance their political interests 

Adam Klasfeld
@KlasfeldReports

Replying to @KlasfeldReports

DNC spokeswoman Adrienne Watson just sent me this 
statement. 
 
Story will be updated soon.
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Secret texts cast light on UK’s early role in Trump-Russia inquiry 

Senior MI5 and FBI officials shared concerns about ‘our strange situation’ in 2016 

Secret texts cast light on UK's early role in Trump-Russia inquiry
Senior MI5 and FBI officials shared concerns about ‘our strange situation’ in 2016

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jul/30/secret-texts-cast-light-uk-early-role-t…

Committee publishes further documents from Brittany Kaiser relating to Cambridge

Analytica and Leave. EU - UK Parliament 

 

Kaiser handed over a trove of explosive new emails to DCMS - reveal Leave EU used

CA to micro-target Brexit voters  

Committee publishes further documents from Brittany Kaiser relating t…
disinformation dcms committee

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/digita…
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GOP hedging bet re 2020 candidate?  

 

What The GOP Would Look Like If Peter Thiel Were In Charge 

 

Thiel is not only advancing traditional conservative values, but he's also asking for the

overthrow of the prestigious institutions of post-war America.#NOPE 

 

What The GOP Would Look Like If Peter Thiel Were In Charge
Thiel is not only advancing traditional conservative values, but he's also asking for
the overthrow of the prestigious institutions of post-war America.

https://thefederalist.com/2019/07/16/gop-look-like-peter-thiel-charge/

The U.S.-led "Five Eyes" intelligence alliance said on Tuesday that tech firms must

allow law enforcement agencies access to encrypted material, warning that failing to

do so put people at risk. 

'Five Eyes' security alliance calls for access to encrypted material
The U.S.-led "Five Eyes" intelligence alliance said on Tuesday that tech firms must
allow law enforcement agencies access to encrypted material, warning that failing
to do so put people at risk.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-security-fiveeyes-britain-idUSKCN1UP199

Judge ruled that while the “primary wrongdoer” in the alleged criminal enterprise

was the Russian Federation, under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act it can’t be

sued in the U.S., just as the U.S. generally can’t be sued abroad. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-30/dnc-suit-against-russia-

wikileaks-and-trump-campaign-dismissed

Trump Adviser Tom Barrack Said to Have Pursued Saudi Nuclear Deal as He Sought

Administration Role 
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Trump Adviser Said to Have Pursued Saudi Nuclear Deal as He Sought…
A report from the House Oversight Committee disclosed new details of how
Thomas Barrack, a close friend of the president’s, sought to employ his influence.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/29/us/politics/thomas-barrack-white-house.html

Blackstone -Saudi 

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Jesus.  I was just re-visiting this article and it’s worth a re-read 
(this is from August 2017).  nytimes.com/2017/08/19/bus…
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The Benefits of Standing by the President
Stephen Schwarzman of Blackstone is among President Trump’s
most reliable Wall Street allies. His Washington profile helped nail a
nytimes.com

Jeffrey Epstein was served court papers shortly before he was found injured in jail

cell 

 

The legal documents were filed in connection with a lawsuit by a woman who says

Epstein raped her when she was 15. 
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Jeffrey Epstein was served court papers shortly before he was found i…
Court documents show that Jeffrey Epstein was served with legal papers only a
day or two before he was found injured in his New York jail cell.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/jeffrey-epstein-was-served-court-papers-shor…

The House Is Already Losing at Least 11 Republicans—And That Number Could Rise 

The House Is Already Losing At Least 11 Republicans—And That Num…
The number of Republicans in the House who will not be seeking re-election in
2020 is quickly growing.

https://fortune.com/2019/07/30/house-republican-departures-retirements/

Republican senators send letter to Sec. Mnuchin asking him to unilaterally cut capital

gains taxes which would only benefit the wealthy.  

https://www.atr.org/sites/default/files/assets/Senate_Letter_to_Mnuchin_Re_Cap

ital_Gains_Indexing.pdf

#MoscowMitchUnAmericanTraitor #MoscowMitch  

 

@senatemajldr refused to bring bills to the Senate to harden & protect our election

infrastructure, which are under assault by malicious foreign actors as reported by our

intelligence agencies. #TreasonTurtle 

Jonathan Levi
@JonLevi

FOX News anchor Shep Smith interrupts live network broadcast 
of @senatemajldr McConnell on Senate floor to 'fact check' and 
blast him on his continued inaction on Russian Interference & 
safeguarding our elections. Facts matter. #MoscowMitch

23.2K 9:30 PM - Jul 29, 2019
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Jeffrey Epstein had photos of his naked underage victims displayed throughout his

Palm Beach home 

 

Even more shocking however, was the fact that many of the photos were of the same

underage girls that detectives had interviewed in the case 

Jeffrey Epstein had photos of his naked underage victims in home
Police discovered photos of naked young girls on display throughout Jeffrey
Epstein's house while executing a 2005 search warrant. Many were of the
underage girls detectives had interviewed

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7299269/Jeffrey-Epstein-photos-naked-under…

Pentagon issues forceful rebuke of Oracle as debate over a massive federal contract

turns caustic 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/07/30/pentagon-issues-forceful-rebuk…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Facebook = $5B Deceptive Practices - Cambridge Analytica Settlement to – Mad Dog

PAC 

Facebook = $5B Deceptive Practices - Cambridge Analytica Settlement…
FTC v Facebook   Apologies I thought I had hit the publish button last week when
(an hour after the Mueller hearing commenced) the Justice Department published
the $5,000,000,000.00 Facebook fine. N…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/facebook-5-000-000-000-00

🏵Facebook vs FTC🏵
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🏵Facebook vs FTC🏵 

 

File511 - HQ
@File511

Oh hiya (yes I know everyone is hyper focused on Mueller) 
-all of Facebook’s $55.8 billion in 2018 revenues came from 
advertising. 
-Facebook violated its 2012 FTC Order 
-10M users had their data  
paragraph 10, page 4 & 5 
$5B fine - WEAK AFjustice.gov/opa/press-rele…
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House GOP fears retirement wave will lead to tsunami 

House GOP fears retirement wave will lead to tsunami
House Republicans plotting to win back their majority in Congress fear they are on
the brink of a massive wave of retirements that could force them to play defense in
a high-stakes presidential elect…

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/455201-house-gop-fears-retirement-wave-will-…

Capital One Breach Casts Shadow Over Cloud Security  

 

The bank’s massive data exposure highlights the sustained risk companies face from

poor information-protection practices 
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Capital One Breach Casts Shadow Over Cloud Security
The recent high-profile data breach at a top proponent of cloud computing could
reignite debate among financial institutions about using such outside vendors.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/capital-one-breach-casts-shadow-over-cloud-security-115…

Capital One Breach Casts Shadow Over Cloud Security  

 

The bank’s massive data exposure highlights the sustained risk companies face from

poor information-protection practices 

Capital One Breach Casts Shadow Over Cloud Security
The recent high-profile data breach at a top proponent of cloud computing could
reignite debate among financial institutions about using such outside vendors.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/capital-one-breach-casts-shadow-over-cloud-security-115…

British pound slips closer to its lowest sustained level against the dollar in more than

34 years 

Pound Pushed Toward Historic Low as Investors Worry Over Brexit
The new U.K. government’s strident line on Brexit negotiations is pummeling the
pound, reflecting increased investor fears the country could crash out of the
European Union without an exit agreement.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/pound-pushed-toward-historic-low-as-investors-worry-ove…

During the Inauguration Michael Flynn sent assurances to former business partners

that a plan to build nuclear reactors across the Middle East was "good to go."  
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Flynn texted partners about nuclear plan during inauguration, whistleb…
House Democrats say the whistleblower approached them in June, but Mueller
asked them to not to make the information public until now.

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/06/michael-flynn-texted-nuclear-plans-whistlebl…

Brittany Kaiser, handed over a trove of explosive new emails to DCMS investigative

committee which confirms Leave EU used CA to micro-target Brexit voters  

Carole Cadwalladr
@carolecadwalla

NEW: Explosive new emails detail work Cambridge Analytica did 
for LeaveEU/UKIP. Brittany Kaiser, woman at centre of Netflix's 
#TheGreatHack has handed over a whole bunch of new emails 
to DCMS committee. Oh dear, Arron Banks. Looks like it's all 
coming home to roost... 

  

14.3K 8:12 AM - Jul 30, 2019

8,244 people are talking about this

Australian officials who helped Chinese high rollers obtain visas face probe over

possible money-laundering 

 

A cousin of Xi Jinping, Ming Chai, holds an AU passport & was aboard a private jet

that was searched by Australian agents in 2016 re 💰💦. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/australian-officials-helped-chinese-…

🎥Republicans for the Rule of Law 

 

Excellent!  

Bill Kristol
@BillKristol
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Here it is, from Republicans for the Rule of Law, and soon (in a 
shorter version) coming as an ad to TV set near you: Senior 
GOP lawyers on Trump's obstruction of justice.

53.7K 4:41 PM - May 30, 2019

32K people are talking about this

Chinese importers in Russia are buying up to $30 million a day of tether (USDT)

from Moscow’s over-the-counter trading desks. 

 

They use the cryptocurrency to send large sums back to their home country, which

has strict capital controls. 

Millions in Crypto Is Crossing the Russia-China Border Daily. There, Te…
Tether has a real-world use case: Chinese importers of cheap goods in Russia use
it to send millions home daily.

https://www.coindesk.com/tether-usdt-russia-china-importers

💰Trump China/Philippines💰 

 

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

THREAD : TRUMP'S  CHINA/PHILIPPINES  
 
1/ Time to dig into Ambassador Jose E.B. Antonio Special Envoy 
to the United States. Joey as he is known, is also business 
partners with Trump in Trump Towers Manila. Jose also has a 
special relationship with Beijingphilstar.com/lifestyle/busi…
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What Century Properties’ Joey Antonio learned from his late d…
A low-profile but important inspiration and wise mentor of 72-year-old
billionaire Ambassador Jose “Joey” EB Antonio of Century Properties
philstar.com

High-ranking Democrats are starting to suggest that, rather than indulge President

Donald Trump in his Twitter rants, the media and his political opponents should

ignore and even unfollow him. 

Democrats are suggesting people flip the script in response to Trump'…
After the latest tweet storm from Trump, some Democrats are suggesting
unfollowing the president or ignoring his 'bait and switch' tactics on Twitter.

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-baltimore-tweets-democrats-response-bait-and…

The US Senate on Monday failed to override President Donald Trump’s vetoes of

legislation passed by Congress that would have blocked the sales of certain weapons

to Saudi Arabia, Reuters reports. 

US Senate fails to override Trump vetoes of bills stopping Saudi weap…
In the first of three separate efforts to overturn the Republican president's vetoes,
supporters failed by a vote of 45-40, well short of the two-thirds needed. Five of the
chamber's 53 Republicans j…

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190730-us-senate-fails-to-override-trump-vetoe…

U.S. Sanctions North Korean Over Illicit Trade, Missile Program 

Treasury Department takes action against Kim Su Il, citing violations of U.N., U.S.

restrictions
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restrictions 

U.S. Sanctions North Korean Over Illicit Trade, Missile Program
The U.S. imposed sanctions on a North Korean man it accuses of evading trade
restrictions and being an employee of a government department that helped
develop the nuclear-capable missiles the country…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-sanctions-north-korean-over-illicit-trade-missile-progra…

The U.S. gov’t told private-equity firm Pamplona Capital Management last year to sell

out cybersecurity firm Cofense Inc.  

 

U.S. officials raised national-security concerns about the level of foreign money

behind Pamplona & the nature of Cofense’s business 

Russia-Linked Buyout Firm Violates Deal With U.S. National Security P…
A U.S. national-security panel is threatening to fine Russian-oligarch-backed
Pamplona Capital Management for missing a deadline for selling its stake in a
cybersecurity company.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-linked-buyout-firm-violates-deal-with-u-s-national-s…

The U.S. gov’t told private-equity firm Pamplona Capital Management last year to sell

out cybersecurity firm Cofense Inc.  

 

U.S. officials raised national-security concerns about the level of foreign money

behind Pamplona & the nature of Cofense’s business 
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Russia-Linked Buyout Firm Violates Deal With U.S. National Security P…
A U.S. national-security panel is threatening to fine Russian-oligarch-backed
Pamplona Capital Management for missing a deadline for selling its stake in a
cybersecurity company.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-linked-buyout-firm-violates-deal-with-u-s-national-s…

Crown casino: driver’s allegations include freely available drugs and no border checks

for gamblers 

Andrew Wilkie tells parliament driver told him he saw women abused and ‘slapped

around’ 

Crown casino: driver's allegations include freely available drugs and n…
Andrew Wilkie tells parliament driver told him he saw women abused and ‘slapped
around’

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/jul/30/crown-casino-drivers-allegatio…

Venezuela’s Citgo Stake Can Be Seized, Appeals Court Says 

Venezuela’s opposition government loses ruling to Citgo creditor Crystallex, opening

the door to a potential sale of the oil refiner 

Venezuela’s Citgo Stake Can Be Seized, Appeals Court Says
A U.S. appeals court said Venezuela’s stake in U.S.-based oil refiner Citgo
Petroleum Corp. could be seized to satisfy a judgment against the country, a blow
to its U.S.-backed opposition government.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/venezuelas-citgo-stake-can-be-seized-appeals-court-says…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  

 

Rev. Travis Akers
@travisakers

Artists have installed seesaws designed by Ronald Rael on the
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Artists have installed seesaws designed by Ronald Rael on the 
border fence between the US and Mexico. 
 
The children now play together daily, despite the hatred of a few. 
 
Light will defeat the darkness. 
 
h/t: @martinezmau 

10.3K 10:23 AM - Jul 30, 2019

3,172 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Ethiopia just planted 353 million trees in a single day 

 

H/T @geurte 

Ethiopia just planted 353 million trees in a single day
The country’s Green Legacy campaign aims to plant 4 billion trees this year in an
attempt to restore the soil and mitigate some of the effects of climate change.

https://www.fastcompany.com/90383148/ethiopia-just-planted-353-million-trees-in-a-si…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

ABC News
@ABC

"What do I do?!?"
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at do do
 
This emu just wanted to be pals with a Queensland cyclist, who 
has since learned the emu is known in the area for being super-
friendly. abcn.ws/2SQfuYh
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2,121 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

ABC News
@ABC

"What do I do?!?" 
 
This emu just wanted to be pals with a Queensland cyclist, who 
has since learned the emu is known in the area for being super-
friendly. abcn.ws/2SQfuYh
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2,121 people are talking about this
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Mark Hamill
@HamillHimself

My screen-test for @starwars w/ Harrison on the 1st day I ever 
met him. Neither 1 of us had read the script at this point, only this 
1 scene. I asked George what kind of movie it was-"Let's just do 
it, we'll talk about that later" We never did talk about it later-we 
just did it. twitter.com/carlquintanill…

Carl Quintanilla @carlquintanilla
What a gem here from @larwoolf. Can you share any color on this, 
@HamillHimself! #StarWars (cc: @frankpallotta)

78K 6:43 PM - Jul 28, 2019

14.5K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Pinche-Pastor of Our of the
@Pinche_Pi

Replying to @Pinche_Pi and 8 others

Besides, many octopus change their skin color for camouflage, 
so their rating color isn't as important, or other methods...
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See Pinche-Pastor of Our of the 's other Tweets

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Please take a moment and read @RepCummings’ report—it very important & will

eventually connect other surrounding shenanigans eg Bellefonte Nuclear Plant & the

Aiken Mox facility boondoggle, etc. #TipOfIceberg #DixieMob 

 

Sleep well! 

 

#TeamPatriot

0:00

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Nancy Williams
@NanabananaNancy

“At the Berlin 1936 Olympics, Hitler planned to show the world 
that the Aryan people were the dominant race, Jesse Owens 
proved him wrong and sealed his place in Olympic history by 
becoming the most successful athlete of the 1936 Games.” 
See story with videos in 2nd tweet h/t GB
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See story with videos in 2nd tweet. h/t GB
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🍃#ImogenCunninghamF64🍃 

 

 

 

🌼🍃🌼🍃🌼🍃🌼🍃🌼🍃🌼🍃🌼 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#ImogenCunninghamF64  
 
f.64 Group featuring:  
 
Photographer Imogen Cunningham, was born 1883, in Portland, 
Oregon, and died 1976, San Francisco, California.  
 
Magnolia Blossom, 1925 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#ImogenCunninghamF64
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#PAM #PAMFAM #ImogenCunninghamF64

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @amys_here

@RussellSieg

0:00

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. TY. 

 

July 30, 2019 @KristineCummins  
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